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Welcome to

Fintech
Lamborghini Latinoamérica
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Lamborghini Latinoamérica
Crypto Investor Community
Lamborghini Latin America Crypto Investor Community is a business and
investment community, made up of people from all over the world united
with the same objective: to assemble the experience and capacity of
traditional banking entities with new technologies in economic and
financial matters, where the blockchain (chain of blocks) currently has a
huge and appreciated participation.
Most of the tokens and
crypto assets that currently
exist in the market, do not
have any REAL support,
although in their advertising
marketing the opposite is
exposed.
Lamborghini Latin America
Crypto Investor Community
arrives to break with this
paradigm.

dollar.

Tokens from our platform
are assets that represent a
tangible conversion value in
the real world: the US

Such is the confidence we have in this project, that we are the first to
invest in a real way in the community with the greatest asset that
Automobiles Lamborghin Latin America has.
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1 LAMBO
Official Cryptocurrency of Lamborghini Latin America

LAMBO: REAL STABILITY VS VOLATILITY
A NEW WORLD IN CRYPTOCURRENCIES
2020: THE REAL DISRUPTIVE CHANGE
One of the most outstanding characteristics, until now, within 100% of
cryptocurrencies is the very high volatility rate of its value, due to the
constant fluctuations in its prices.
We will make a big difference.
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The new LAMBO cryptocurrency is BUNKERIZED

Its business structure allows us to keep ourselves protected from the
changes imposed by the virtual currency market, due to its new and
unique value protection system, based on an analogization with the
traditional market, which has operated for more than 200 years: the
traditional monetary and banking system merged with the innovative
Fintech.

LAMBO is the only and perfect symbiosis between the fiat and foreign
exchange and foreign exchange markets.
LAMBO is the only virtual currency where the investor gets a 100%
recovery on his investment and is guaranteed interest based on the
rate (APR, Annual Equivalent Rate) of Banco Barclays, a local
subsidiary.
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The currencies obtained by Lamborghini Latin America will be
automatically converted into US dollars and deposited in the Barclays
Bank, a local subsidiary, in a single account, with a fixed term of 30
days, renewable. The account number will be publicly known.
For the withdrawals the joint signature of their holders will be required,
who will act as guardians of the funds of all investors.
The sums that are added by the sale of LAMBO cryptocurrencies, will
increase the fixed term of the next period at the time of its renewal.
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Characteristics:


Absolutely all the capital is duly protected and endorsed by the
AUTHORIZED BANKING ENTITY and by Lamborghini Latin
America.



Permanent participation of internal and external auditors.



Absolute investor identity reservation, provided by the bank and
the security provided by the blockchain.



Insured the future I recover.



Permanent participation of internal and external auditors.



Absolute investor identity reservation, provided by the bank and
the security provided by the blockchain.



LAMBO Represents an exchange currency.



Liquidity: if the investor decides to withdraw capital with its
respective accrued interest.

This is the historical moment where LAMBO cryptocurrencies will make
a difference with the rest.
There is no insurance in the blockchain world, a deposit system with
in-kind performance, a system equivalent to traditional fixed terms. For
the beneficiary, the result of the transaction as well as the amount
treasured in said entity is fully guaranteed and backed by the
intervening Bank, and subsidiarily by the credit entity created for this
purpose by Lamborghini Latin America.
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How the system works, STEP BY STEP
Fixed-Term Deposit LAMBO:
As an example, the investor acquires, through the Official Market of
Lamborghini Latin America http://www.lambocoin.com/market.html, 1
LAMBO currency, equivalent to 10 US dollars, by the process of
conversion of the local currency by the American . The purchase can
be made through different payment methods.
Once the transaction has been completed, the deposit of said
investment will operate almost automatically in the credit institution,
local subsidiary, in the name of Lamborghini Latin America, who will
henceforth become the custodian of the invested capital, who acts on
behalf of and on behalf of the investor.
Each LAMBO cryptocurrency or token has an alphanumeric,
encrypted, public and unique identification. This allows us to
individualize said token.
In the first stage, during the period, which will run between May 10,
2020 and November 10, the investor must carry out a hoarding of the
acquired coins, in order to raise enough capital for the development of
the project and investments that Lamborghini Latin America must
perform at a legal and technological level (programmers, lawyers,
notaries, registrations, etc.).Si dentro de los 6 primeros meses se
logran reunir la suma de 1.5 millones de dólares estadounidenses, se
hará público la apertura y comienzo de recompra de los tokens
LAMBO por parte de Lamborghini Latinoamérica, sin necesidad de
esperar el plazo descripto.
Counted 32 days from
the acquisition of the
LAMBO
cryptocurrency,
the investor may dispose
of the invested capital +
capital resulting from the
accumulated
interest,
subtracting the taxes. The
contracted variable fixed
terms will not allow early
cancellation. Lamborghini
Latin America reserves 4% of this figure, which will be used for the
capital investments necessary for its technological developments and
administrative expenses. Payment will be made by bank transfer or in
person at local Lamborghini Latin America offices.
With Crypto LAMBO there are only profits!
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This system, unique in the crypto world, will allow:
A) Make bank investments in fixed-term deposits, without the need to
obtain a bank account. This unprecedented system will allow
people who are not banked to make investments and at the same
time obtain interest on their capital.
B) We loan in LAMBO cryptocurrencies. The resulting solvency caused
by investors from all latitudes will allow Lamborghini Latin America
to undertake a novel LAMBO cryptocurrency loan system, at
negligible rates, since the absence of volatility and the solidity of its
platform will give it the possibility of becoming a credit institution .
Thought for a large number of individuals who are outside the
traditional financial system, a true financial and economic
empowerment.
C) The direct consequence of the previous point will allow the
development of new credit technologies that will develop the new
Fintech and traditional banking.
D) Fluctuations in the value of cryptocurrencies, causing large capital
losses by the investor is no longer a problem. The true virtual
currency is born: LAMBO.
E) We are pleased to report that LAMBO is the cryptocurrency of the
present and the future.
F) Real savings, in real time.
G) Ability to recover the exact capital in a short time.Posibilidad del
inversor de transaccionar sus criptomonedas LAMBO en exchanges
al valor de mercado, pero teniendo la plena seguridad que
Lamborghini Latinoamérica, a través del Banco Barclays, actuará
como guardían del capital, reintegrando 1 a 1 el dinero invertido.
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H) Bunkerized Reserve: capital reserve, protected by a bank. The
deposit number and the deposited figures will be public knowledge,
keeping the investor anonymous, derived from the nature of this
new business system.

I) A percentage of the capital surpluses obtained by Lamborghini
Latin America will be used to develop techniques for achieving
improvements in sustainability in renewable energy.
J) The investor will be able to sell their currencies in the cryptocurrency
market (exchanges), exchange them for other cryptocurrencies, or
sell them or privately (wallet-to-wallet buyer-seller) without any
restrictions or intermediaries.
K) Lamborghini Latin America is bound by the LAMBO token, not with
its acquirer, but with its holder.
L) If the holder decides to sell his LAMBO token to Lamborghini Latin
America, he will get what was agreed and the token will be
automatically burned. As time goes by there will be fewer LAMBO
tokens, which announces a
M) Constant increase in the price within the parallel currency market.
N) Automatic bank deposit renewal of invested capital,
indefinitely.Interés acumulativo: reinversión del capital acumulado
por los intereses + capital inicial.
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Lamborghini Latin America will give liquidity to the transaction,
when the holder of the token has carried out the operation of
selling a private wallet to an official wallet of Lamborghini Latin
America, reimbursing the investment.
1. Said seller must comply with the legal regulations on the ability
to enter into contracts.
2. The deposit will be made in the bank account indicated by the
seller of the token, prior identification, made by form that will
be available on our website, or in cash at our local offices.
Only coin with 0 (ZERO) VOLATILITY!
O) Number 1 in the world of cryptocurrencies, widely outperforming
the rest, including BTC and ETH, and any other, where its main
characteristics are the huge fluctuations in its price, minute by
minute.
P) A council or association of eminent local financiers, of prestige and
of public record, will be in charge of the economic-financial
monitoring of the capital received daily and its deposits, details that
will be publicly informed through the official Lamborghini Latin
America Page.
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Q) Unmatched speed in purchase and sale transactions, secure,
anonymous and international, compared to traditional fiat
currencies, thanks to new technologies based on the blockchain.
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Bunkerized Reserve:
A UNIQUE SYSTEM.
THE CRYPT WORLD WAS WAITING FOR THIS NEWS.
THE TRUE DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION.
A transparent system, where the virtual becomes REAL. The true
INTERNET OF MONEY.
Our platform will allow renewal and innovation of financial services.
Access to the traditional financial system is not accessible to more than 2
billion people worldwide, for the reason that they do not have the
necessary support to face this type of operations, both documentary and
economic. With our Bunkerized Reserve system, the small, medium and
large investor will have the opportunity to participate, invest, discover this
new and unique system with just a mobile phone and an internet
connection.

Here you will find a formidable quarry of economic and financial
opportunities for companies, credit and banking entities.
A large number of virtual currencies hope to capture the attention of
buyers by offering support on different assets: gold, oil, real estate, etc.
We all know that this support is NOT REAL since nobody responds to the
moment the investor decides to recover his invested capital.
LAMBO is the only private currency where the support is OWN INVESTED
MONEY, real assets, deposited in the Barclays Bank, with the ability to
recover capital and earn cumulative interest, after the agreed time has
elapsed, thus exceeding any expectations that until the moment was
deposited on other currencies, such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, etc.;
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cryptocurrencies that are really on a very small plane compared to
LAMBO.
LAMBO investors are the only ones who have the exact knowledge of the
intrinsic value of their cryptocurrency, at all times. 10 dollars = 1 LAMBO
according to the official quotation of the country where the funds are
deposited. In this way the original value is preserved until the moment of
return.
No other currency offers return of capital. LAMBO only.
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Unique and unprecedented advantages in
terms of cryptocurrencies of the system
Bunkerized Reserve:


Strict control of invested capital. Insurance. Sustainable. Stable.



The invested capital is protected by one of the most prestigious
banking entities in the world.



Cryptography: Blockchain Intervention: secure, scalable and
reliable. Ledger always available through the portal



International cryptocurrency, with a fixed intrinsic value (US
DOLLAR).



Issuance of a limited amount of coins, which will be withdrawn from
the market, which will result in a quasi-periodic increase in
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currency. An ecosystem with perfect, own and unpublished rules.
Guaranteed success.



Open system. Inclusive 100%. Comparable to public goods.

 Increase in banking operations.

Traditional lenders

will benefit, as a huge flow of
money will be injected from
investors who are currently
outside the economic-financial
system.



As its value is fixed, equivalent to the US dollar, the LAMBO
cryptocurrency will become a currency both for other
cryptocurrencies and for real-world goods and services.



LAMBO is protected against events that produce negative
fluctuations in the rest of the currencies, since its value is linked to
one of the most stable currencies in the world: the US dollar.



A contract will be issued by a notary public where all the clauses
with which Lamborghini Latin America will be linked with LAMBO
cryptocurrency investors: entities, protocols, terms, etc. will be
clearly and precisely stated.



LAMBO thus becomes a VIRTUAL
DOLLAR, REAL money, convertible
and backed.
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AUTHORIZED ENTITY FOR THE OFFICIAL SALE OF LAMBO:
The only entity authorized to sell LAMBO cryptocurrencies will be
Lamborghini Latin America, through its platform, its
Official Market. The operations may be carried out by
means of a PC and a mobile app.
It is the only entity in charge of performing the
recovery operations by the holder of the original
tokens.
This does not prevent transactions (trading) on
exchanges, private resales, etc.

Lamborghini Latin America does not participate in such operations
(trading), although it promotes
them, since it would confer an
enormous benefit to the investor in
the future, because LAMBO has an
intrinsic base value, a floor of 1 to
1, although it does not have a value
of maximum, and this can fluctuate
very positively in the exchange
market.
LEGAL PROTECTIONS:
The acquirer of LAMBO is protected by the local and international
laws that govern cryptocurrency and Fintech, as well as civil and
commercial regulations, including those related to consumer
defense rights and Securities Commission regulations of the
respective countries. , due to the nature of the transaction.
In no other virtual currency is the investor as protected as in
LAMBO.
INVESTMENT TIME:
The durability of LAMBO coins over time will depend on the number
of recoveries by investors, multiplied by the number of transactions.
Although according to the indices of a study, it is shown that given
the number of coins issued, 200 million, it would take more than
1,200 years for the project to end.
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TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT:
Currently the LAMBO coins have already been issued, which have
undergone more than 50 corresponding stress tests, which have
been successfully passed. In the official Whitepaper, which will be
available in mid-April 2020, the bases and conditions and dates to
be met in the road map will be found.

Lamborghini Latin America is in the phase of creation and
development of a Fintech entity, based in Switzerland, for the
development of credit policies based on LAMBO COIN, with a
prominent philanthropic purpose, for the welfare of people who are
outside the system economic-financial, with the human and
technical contribution of a traditional and long-standing Bank such
as the Barclays Bank.
A union, a symbiosis, firm and promising, between technological
and traditional finance.
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Comparison of the Bunkerized Reserve LAMBO
system with other financial investment systems:
We have managed to convert the traditional money market system into
the most successful Fintech since the creation of virtual currencies,
unifying the securities, money, credit, currency, interbank markets, etc., in
a single and single transaction.
 Assets Fixed income, such as bonds, have the particularity of
being medium and long-term investments. In addition to being a
fixed income, particular knowledge and professional advice are
required, being excessively onerous and complex for the average
investor. Lambo cryptocurrencies set a profitability value by
adding the unique characteristic of speed in transactions and
investments, and supporting them through consistent and
permanent advertising the trading operations carried out on
exchanges, which may be of great benefit to the investor future.
 Equity and equity investments are another way to obtain an
income, although dependent on the success of the companies
that place their shares and are listed on the Stock Market.
Something similar occurs in cryptocurrencies that do not meet
the indispensable requirement of convertibility.
In our case it is the rule, in the rest: exception.
 Investments in the Forex market necessarily and concurrently
lead to the same situations that we have analyzed.
 Investments in Stock Indexes usually consist of an operation
similar to an equity investment, where the company becomes a
region or country. Its volatility is lower but it is still present,
therefore the risk profiles increase.
 In the Mutual Investment Funds the investor always depends on
the negotiation capacity and suitability of the administrator of
the funds, where the regulation in most cases enables him and
gives him enough freedom to invest in stocks that may be risky.
The risk is always present.
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Investing in LAMBO is the safest, most fixed, reliable and SPEEDY
investment (a transaction can take thousands of seconds) where the
crypto world joins the traditional banking world.
Words that identify us: bank, Fintech, blockchain, speed, liquidity,
internationality and profitability.
We have chosen for the investor the most representative and traditional
financial form: fixed term.
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Roadmap:
The LAMBO Token sale will begin in MAY 2020
Stages:
1. JULY 15, 2020. LAMBO tokens sale stage at a value of US $ 10
per unit. List of associated banking entities. Creation of deposit
accounts in credit institutions.
2. JANUARY 15, 2021, possibility for the investor to withdraw funds,
reinvest or renew fixed terms.
3. JULY 15, 2021. Initialization stage in the development of projects
based on sustainable technologies and renewable sources applied
to the automotive industry: axial flow electric motor
4. DECEMBER 15, 2021 Foundation of the Lamborghini Digital Bank
Latin America, which will represent the conclusion of our financial
work, in order to provide maximum strength and security to our
investors.
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ABOUT THE APPLICATION OF
LA MARCALAMBORGHINI LATINOAMERICA
The license is framed in the NICE CLASSIFICATION-11th Edition, version
2018-06-01. Class 12 and Class 36.
Class 36 includes mainly services provided in the framework of financial
and monetary operations, as well as services related to insurance
contracts of all kinds. the services of banking institutions or related
institutions, such as exchange or clearing operations; the services of nonbank credit institutions, such as credit unions, individual finance
companies, lenders, etc .; investment company and holding company
services; goods and securities broker services; the services in relation to
monetary operations with guarantee of fiduciary agents; services in
relation to the issuance of travelers checks and letters of credit; - leasing
services with a purchase option (leasing); - the services of property
managers, namely rental services, real estate appraisal or financing; services in relation to insurance, such as services provided by insurance
agents or brokers, services provided to policyholders and insurance
underwriting services.

Brand name, Lamborghini, Automobili
trademark registration number 1274025.

Lamborghini-International

Records of use license and authorized user, records number 1792320 and
195970. Files numbers 1684790 and 1684791. Folios 0101169 and
256818. Registration number, 197383/2016. Glossed before trademark
file number 1097272.
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International Member of the WIPO (World Intellectual Property
Organization) WIPO (World Intellectual Property Organization) made
before the IMPI (Mexican Institute of Industrial Property

NICE CLASSIFICATION, 1st Edition, Version 2018-06-01

Class 36:































Banking services
Online banking services
Mortgage bank services
Issuance of value bonds
Issuance of travelers checks
Surety services
Financial consultant
Brokerage
Insurance brokerage
Stock brokerage
Credit brokerage
Stock brokerage
Stock, bond and bond brokerage
Stock quotes
Financial evaluation [insurance, banks, real estate]
Fiduciary services
Financing services
Mutual investment funds / capital formation
Provident Fund Services
Financial management
Financial information
Capital investment
Investment of funds
Forex trading
Clearing house operations
Financial sponsorship
Installment loans / installment payments
Loans [financing]
Pledge loans / pledge loans
Collateralized loans
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Credit card payment processing
Procesamiento de pagos por tarjeta de debito
Suministro de información financiera por sitios web
Emisión de tarjetas de crédito
Transferencia electrónica de fondos



Actuarial services, Real estate administration, Administration
of residential buildings
Real estate agency services
Debt Collection Agency Services
Accommodation agency services [apartments] / rental agency
services [apartments]
Apartment rental / apartment rental
Leasing with purchase option
Debt Counseling, Real Estate Rental, Savings Bank Services
Collection of rents, Organization of collections
Granting of discounts in associated third-party establishments
using a member card
Insurance Consultant, Real Estate Brokerage
Deposit services in safety boxes
Deposit of values, Discount of invoices [factoring]
Financial estimate of repair costs / Financial estimate of
repair costs
Financial estimates to respond to calls for tenders
Ignition farms rental
Organization of the financing of construction projects
Financial services of customs brokerage / financial services of
customs agencies
Financial management of reimbursement payments for third
parties
Insurance information
Business liquidation services [finance]
Office rental [real estate]
Office rental for work
Charity fundraising
Accident insurance underwriting
Insurance underwriting
Fire insurance underwriting
Health insurance underwriting
Lies insurance underwriting
Life insurance underwriting
Real estate appraisal / real estate appraisals
Antique Appraisal
Appraisal of works of art
Jewelry appraisal
Check Verification

Also:
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NICE CLASSIFICATION 11th Edition, Version 2018-06-01

Class 12:
Class 12 includes mainly vehicles and apparatus for the land, air
or water transport of people or goods.

This class includes in particular:















Engines for land vehicles;
Couplings and transmission elements for land vehicles;
Hovercrafts;
Remote control vehicles other than toys;
Vehicle parts, for example, bumpers, windshields, steering
wheels, tires for vehicle wheels, as well as tracks for vehicles.
Metallic materials for railways (Cl. 6);
Engines, couplings, and transmission elements other than for
land vehicles (Cl. 7);
Parts of all types of engines, for example, starters, engine
mufflers and engine cylinders (Cl. 7);
Rubber bearing trains as track parts of construction machines,
mining machines, agricultural machines and other heavy-duty
machines (Cl. 7);
Tricycles for young children and scooters (toys) (Cl. 28);
Certain special vehicles or devices on wheels that are not for
transport, for example, self-propelled sweepers (cl. 7), fire
trucks (cl. 9), auxiliary tables (cl. 20);
Certain parts of vehicles, for example, electric batteries,
odometers and radio devices for vehicles (cl. 9), lights for cars
and bicycles (cl. 11), car mats (cl. 27).
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Listing specifically included in Class 12:
















































land vehicle couplings
hovercraft
apparatus, machines and devices for aeronautics
aircraft
burglar alarms for vehicles
vehicle spoilers
special saddlebags for bicycles
ambulances
vehicle suspension dampers
shock absorbers for cars
anti-skid devices for vehicle tire covers
anti-glare devices for
vehicles * / anti-reflective devices for vehicles
anti-theft devices for vehicles
drive shafts for land vehicles
safety harnesses for vehicle seats
child safety seats for vehicles
vehicle seats
ejection seats for aircraft
buses
caravan / motorhome
coaches
car tires
120012
amphibian aircraft
planes
acoustic reversing alarms for vehicles / acoustic reversing
alarms for vehicles
engine benches for land vehicles / engine mounts for land
vehicles
solid tires for vehicle wheels
treads for retreading tires
boats
torsion bars for vehicles
wagon rockers [parts of wagons]
vehicle racks
hooks
bicycle tires
bikes
electric bikes
connecting rods for land vehicles other than engine parts
vehicle horns / vehicle buzzers
bogies for rail cars
airbags [car safety devices] / airbags [car safety devices]
special stroller bags
air pumps [vehicle accessories]
bicycle tire air pumps / bicycle tire inflators
signal arms for vehicles
ships
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cabins for cableway installations
anti-skid chains
car chains
bicycle chains
drive chains for land vehicles
drive chains for land vehicles / drive chains for land vehicles
motorcycle chains
tipper trucks for trucks
gearboxes for land vehicles
inner tubes for tires
inner tubes for bicycle tires
irrigation trucks
trucks
garbage trucks
canoes
automobile hoods
engine hoods for vehicles
hoods for vehicles
stroller hoods / stroller hoods
caravans
tire casings
carts / carts
forklifts
two wheel trolleys / luggage trolleys / transport trolleys
goods handling trucks / goods handling trucks
wheelbarrows
carts
cleaning trolleys
shopping carts
car bodies
bodies
hose trolleys
tipper cars
fishing carts
cage cars
crankcases for land vehicle organs other than for engines
ship hulls
car ashtrays
special bicycle baskets
barges
boats
automobile chassis
vehicle chassis
ship chimneys
locomotive chimneys
mopeds / velomotors
seat belts for vehicle seats
hydraulic circuits for vehicles
tire studs
special clips to fix car parts to the bodies
golf cars / golf carts [vehicles]
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sleeper cars
sports cars / sports cars
cars / automobiles
children's cars / strollers [children's cars]
racing cars
robotic cars
special bins for bicycles
special chests for motorcycles
shaft bearings
counterweights to balance vehicle wheels / counterweights to
balance vehicle wheels
torque converters for land vehicles
cleats [marine]
vehicle windows / vehicle windows
ship frames
bicycle frames
motorcycle pictures
vehicle tire covers
vehicle wheel hubs
hubs for bicycle wheels
special foot covers for children's cars
special footmuff for strollers / special footmuff for strollers
fenders for ships
unlocking devices for ships
gearboxes for land vehicles / reduction gears for land vehicles
brake discs for vehicles
dredgers [boats]
military drones
civil drones
camera drones / photo drones
cable transport apparatus and installations
vehicle axles
clutches for land vehicles
car cigarette lighters
railroad or railroad hitches / railroad hitches / railroad
hitches
vehicle towing hitches
bicycle gears
gears for land vehicles
vehicle steps / vehicle footboards
espadillas [oars]
vehicle brake linings
bicycle brakes
vehicle brakes
bellows for articulated buses
vehicle seat covers
vehicle covers
bicycle saddle covers
car steering wheel covers
spare wheel covers / spare wheel covers / spare tire covers
saddle covers for motorcycles
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funiculars
artillery vans [vehicles]
vans [vehicles] / vans / vans
hot air balloons
airship balloons
tow cranes / truck-mounted cranes
fenders / fenders / fenders
bicycle fenders / bicycle fenders / bicycle fenders
ship propellers
seaplanes
hydrofoils [boats]
concrete mixers [vehicles] / concrete mixers [vehicles]
foam inserts for tires
clean headlights / clean bulbs
wiper washer
bunk beds for vehicles
bicycle wheel rims / bicycle wheel rims
rims [wheels] for vehicle wheels / rims [tires] for vehicle
wheels
locomotives
ship control devices
bicycle handlebars / bicycle handlebars
motorcycle handlebars / motorcycle handlebars
bicycle cranks
ship masts
funicular rolling stock
railway rolling stock
mosquito nets for pushchairs / mosquito nets for strollers
motorcycles / delivery tricycles
motorcycles
bicycle motors
electric motors for land vehicles
motors for land vehicles
motorcycle engines
ground vehicle drive machines
vehicle shock absorber springs / vehicle shock absorber
springs
vehicle suspension springs / vehicle suspension springs
tires
bus
tracks for vehicles
joysticks for vehicles
ship poles
windshield
parachute
vehicle bumpers / vehicle fenders
car bumpers
sun visors for cars
adhesive rubber patches to repair inner tubes
brake pads for cars
scooters [vehicles]
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bicycle pedals
boat davits
railway wheel cover tabs
bicycle kickstand / bicycle kickstand
motorcycle kickstand / motorcycle kickstand
inclined planes for boats
lifting platforms [land vehicle parts]
pontoons
vehicle luggage racks / vehicle roof racks
ski rack for cars
portholes [portholes]
propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles
boat propeller thrusters
propeller thrusters
vehicle doors
bicycle wheel spokes / bicycle wheel spokes
spokes for vehicle wheels / spokes for vehicle wheels
land vehicle reactors
protective nets for bicycles
vehicle luggage nets
trailers [vehicles]
bicycle transport trailers
bicycle trailers
oars
canoe paddles
equipment to repair inner tubes
vehicle seat headrest / vehicle seat headrest
rear-view mirrors
vehicle side mirrors
wagon wheels [mining]
vehicle wheels
bicycle wheels
free wheels for land vehicles
trolley wheels [vehicles]
scooters
scooters for people with reduced mobility
vehicle brake segments
sidecars
wheelchair
strollers / pushchairs
bicycle saddles
motorcycle saddles
tubeless bicycle tires
wheel hub fasteners
hubcaps
upholstery for vehicle interiors
caps for vehicle fuel tanks
cable cars
chair lifts
ski lifts
wheel spoke tensioners / wheel spoke tensioners
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bicycle bells
rudders
awnings for strollers / awnings for strollers
toletes / escalamos
anti-shock stops for railway rolling stock
tractors
ferries
transmission mechanisms for land vehicles
air transporters
trams
tricycles
sleds [vehicles]
standing sledges
rescue sleds
lock nuts for vehicle wheels
turbines for land vehicles
refrigerated wagons
wagons
restaurant cars / restaurant cars
casting wagons
mine wagons
tire valves for vehicles
air vehicles
electric vehicles
space vehicles
refrigerated vehicles
military transport vehicles
nautical vehicles
vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water and rail
motor vehicles for snow
remote control vehicles other than toys / remote control
vehicles other than toys
 armored vehicles
































You can know about this qualification in the following links:
http://www.wipo.int/classifications/nice/nclpub/es/en/20180101/hierarc
hy/class12/?basic_numbers=show&explanatory_notes=show&lang=es&menula
ng=es&mode=flat&pagination=no
http:/^www.wipo.int/classifications/nice/nclpub/es/en/20180101/hierar
chy/class-36/
?basic_numbers=show&explanatory_notes=show&lang=es&menulang=
es&mode=flat&pagination=no
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Platform
LAMBO
To make the best investment, contact:

